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CHAPTER I 

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

Introductory Statements. In the book, Freedom to Learn, 

(1969) presents the following assumptions about teaching 

and learning: 

"Anything that can be taught to another is relatively 
inconsequential and has little or no significant 
influences on behavior. The only learning which 

influences behavior is self-discovered, 
learning. Such self-discovered 

learning, truth that has been personally appropriated 
and assimilated in experience, cannot be directly 
communicated to another. As soon as an individual 
tries to com.munica te such experience directly, often 
with a quite natural enthusiasm, it becomes teaching, 
and its results are inconsequential. The outcomes 
of teaching are either unimportant or hurtful." (page 153) 

From these and other statements by Rogers it can be inferred 

that students should be given more opportunity to become self-

directed. The student, if meaningful learning is to take 

place, may have to discover what it is that he will learn. 

In other words, what ma.y be pertinent and relevant material 

to the instructor may not be at all to the 

student. 

Postman & (1969) talk about the goals of edu-

cation in the pre-college years which would also be relevant 

to the educational goals in 

"If vour goals are to make people more alike, to 
prepare them to be docile functionaries in some 
bureaucracy, and to prevent them from being vigorous, 
self-directed learners, then the standards of 
most schools neither nor low. They are 
simply apt. If the goals are those of a new 
education, one needs standards based on the actual 
activities of competent, confident learners central-
ly and genuinely in learning." (page 67) 
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Once again the basic premise of learning seems to rest on the 

ability or freedom of the learners to be self-directed. 

Postman& \veingartner (1969) present a summary of what is known 

about learning in a series of guidelines for inventing 

learning activities designed "not to seduce students into 

learning inert ideas, but rather to help them gain mastery of 

new concepts necessary for survival in a world where p!'ecedent 

is the least useful source of analogy." The experiment 

presented in this paper depends basically upon the premises 

of Postman & Weingartner which are: 

"1. Beh<J.vior which is rewarded--from the learner's point 
of view--is more likely to recur. 
2. Sheer repetition without reward is a ooor way to learn. 
3. Threat and punishment have v.qriable effects upon 
learning, but they can and do commonly produce avoidance 
behavior--in which the reward is the diminuation of 
punishment possibilities. Punishment is not the opposite 
of reward. 
4. How ready we are to le=1rn something new is contingent 
upon several factors including a. adequate existing 
experience to permit the new to be learned; b. adequate 
significance and relevance for the learner; c. freedom 
from discouragement, the expectation of failure, or 
threats. 
5. Whatever is to be learned will remain unlearnable if 
we believe that we cannot learn it or if we perceive it 
as irrelevant or if the learning situation is perceived 
as threatening. 
6. Novelty is gener'llly re1<farding. 
?. We learn best that which we participate in selecting 
and planning ourselves. 
8. Genuine participation intensifies motivation, flexibility, 
and rate of 
9. An autocratic atmosphere produces in learners apathetic 
conformity, various--and frequently devious--kinds of 
defiance, scapegoating, or escape or 
o\ysically). 
10. Authoritarian environments (such as characteristic 
of most conventional schools and classrooms) condemn most 
learners to continuing criticism, sarcasm, discouragement, 
and failure so that self-confidence, 'lspiration (for any-
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thing but escape), and a healthy self-concept are 
destroyed. 
11. The best time to le'l:rn anything is when whatever 
is to be learned is iMmediately useful to us. 
12. An open, nonautho:rita:rian atmosphere can, then, 
be seen as conducive to learner initiative and 
creativity, encouraging the learning of attitudes of 
self-confidence, originality, self-reliance, enterprise, 
and independence. All of which is equivalent to 
learning how to learn." (pages 148-150) 

This experiment was set up in such a way that the 

experimental group would be based on as many of the above 

principles of learning as possible. The control group was 

modeled after the traditional, conventional and autocratic 

classroom mileau. These terms will be defined at a later 

point. 

Importance of the Study. If, as Postman & Weingartner 

(1969) suggest, the conventional schools and classrooms condemn 

many learners to criticism, sarcasm and failure so that self-

confidence, aspiration and a healthy· self-concept are destroyed, 

there is indeed a great need to explore other environments 

which create and free the student :rather than destroying him and 

his efforts. Rogers (1969) sees much the same conditions 

present in institutions of higher learning, including graduate 

schools. What is greatly needed (Astin, 1970) is careful 

"consideration of :resqarch evidence Predicated on 
two assumptions: first, that the primary 
responsibility of institutions of higher learning 
is to educate students and, second, that given the 
existence of individual differences among students 
in their ed,lc'lttonal needs and desires, institutions 
have a :responsibi1.ity to provide appropriate educa-
tional alternatives. These two basic assumptions 
lead to the conclusion that institutional change or 
reform should be designed either to improve the 
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educational environment or to increase the available 
alternative environments." 

It is this author's contention that each program, each 

subject area, each idea must be viewed in terms of an 

environment based on alternatives. 

Individual differences have been for some 

time now. A corollary to this idea is that each person 

has different needs, interests and ideas--even the student. 

The possibilities of a classroom environment at the 

college level based on individual differences could result 

in creative rather than destructive personality traits. This 

study examines a couple of personality- traits in particular--

need for structure, need for dependence, independence 

and interests. The of this study could have 

strong implications for needed changes in educational 

practices. 

Purpose of the Study. The purpose of the experiment was 

to determine if the alternative-based class provided a better 

learning environment to the students. By better was not 

meant greater msstery of a content area, but rather meaningful 

mastery of content to each student. It was assumed that 

whether a class was meaningful or rewarding probably depended 

little on mid-term and final test scores. It was speculated 

that whether a class had meaning or not would depend entirely 

on behavioral or at.titudinal (personality) change as perceived 

in oart qy- the student. Through the use of a Need for Structure 
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test, personality change was measured (Appendix B). An 

attitude survey was used to determine to what extent the 

students felt the class 1-ras rewarding, apolicable, 

and other such oerceptions. Test results and 

case study !W3.terial are also oresented. 

Definition of Terms. Vlhen the follo1-ring terms are 

used, the stated definitions here should be kept in mind: 

Conventional or Traditional class- This is a class where 

the teacher alone, according to his values, determines and 

structures what the student will learn. 

Dependence- This is a personality trait of a student who has 

a great need for structure in the class. This student ma,y 

also desire direction from the teacher. 

Experimental group or alternative-based class- This class 

is structured minimally by the instructor. So many alternatives 

are offered that the students must decide their own direction, 

what they will learn, how they wil_l learn it, and to a great 

extent the means by which they will be evaluated to receive a 

grade. The alternative-based class is not necessarily a student-

centered class. 

Independence- This can be defined in terms of the student's 

low need for structure. This student also tends to be more 

self-directed. 

Need for Freedom- This is a personality trait of a person who 

would rather be self-directed than other-directed. He is very 

capable of making decisions and learning what is valu'lble to him. 
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Need for Structure- This is a personality trait of a person 

who would rather be other-directed than self-directed. This 

person (with a high need for structure) would rather know what 

the authority (here the instructor) thinks is best for him. 

Student-centered classroom- This class is marked by a high 

degree of self-directed learning. Heaningful learning to 

the individual student is stressed. This definition is anplic-

able to the review of literature chapter. 

Teacher-centered classroom- This refers to a conventional 

or traditional classroom. 

Statement of the H.y:Eotheses. 

First hypothesis. There will be no significant 

difference in mid-term or final test scores between the 

control and experimental groups. 

Second hypothesis. There will be no significant 

difference between the pre and post tests on the Need-

for-Structure test in the experimental 

Third hypothesis. There will be no significant 

difference behreen the pre and post tests on the Need-

for-Structure test in the control group. 

Fourth hypothesis. There will be no significant 

difference between the pre test scores on the Need-for-

Structure test in the control and experimental group. 

Fifth nypothesis. There will be no significant 

difference between the post test scores on the Need-for-

Structure test in the control and experimental group. 
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Sixth hypothesis. There will be no significant 

differences on the attitude survey in favor of the 

experimental group. Students in the experimental 

group will not respond more positively to their class 

than the students in the control group. 



CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

This chapter will present a sampling of the literature 

relevant to different methods of classroom instruction. 

This review of the literature underlies the selection of 

this research oroject and the classification of the class 

environment in terms of individual differences and satis-

faction of studentus need for structure. 

One of the first studies done CoMpared a non-directive 

teaching style following Rogers' counseling techniques to a 

directive teaching style. Faw (1949) reported that the 

non-directive method produced significantly higher test 

results than did the other method, at the .05 level. Faw 

also found on a questionnaire administered to the students 

that social and emotional values as well as and 

enjoyment were greater in the non-directive classes. 

Gibb and Gibb (1952) found that students from group-

centered classes which possessed many of the characteristics 

ordinarily called 'student-centered' actually produced a 

growth in social skills in exnerimental situations outside 

the classroom. Kelley and Pepitone (1952) found an increase 

of empathy in classes which had been taught by student-centered 

methods. Efforts to produce such gains in instructor-centered 

classes they reported as being unsuccessful. 

Wispe (1951) found that for maximum learning efficiency 

the student's emotional-intellectual needs should be taken 

into consideration in deterMining the kind of instruction he 
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should receive. Individualized instruction is based primarily 

upon this in that each person has differing needs and 

other personality traits. The conclusion drawn is that 

since each student is different from every other student, 

each must be taught dif'ferently to gain maximum effectiveness. 

Asch (1951) discovered that instructor-centered groups 

achieved hiE;her grades on both objective and essay portions 

of a final examination in despite the fact that 

the score on the examination not a basis for grading in 

the learner-centered group. Several experiments reported in 

the literature have been conducted in this manner. Other 

research as reported by Munn (1966) has shown that high anxiety 

as well as no anxiety have negative effects on test results. 

Motivation appAars in this case to be one of the deciding factors 

of the experiment. Students who are to be graded on test 

results generally will study harder than those students not 

graded at all. 

Another interesting factor Asch found was that as compared 

with the instructor-centered classes a percentage of 

members of the student-centered class improved in adjustment 

as measured by the Asch's experiment shows that 

individual adjustment is related to classroom environment 

while test results are the product of student motivational 

states. 

Other experiments, however, contradict the Asch findings. 

Deignan (1956) reported that there was no significant difference 
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in content gain between student-centered and instructor-

centered classes. He also found no significant emotional 

adjustment changes brought about in either group. Because 

of the findings it is very difficult to 

determine the truth of the issue. 

Rasmussen (1956), at the end of the graduate course in 

education which he 1..ras evaluating, found no significant 

difference in content mastAry between the student-centered 

and instructor-centered sections of thA class. At the end 

of the course members of the student-centered section 

estimated that they had more, that whR.t they learned 

would be More practical, that more attitude change took place 

as a of the course and that the class had been more 

interesting. All of these reoorted differences by the 

students were significant beyond the .01 significance level 

favoring the student-centered section. 

Rasmussen (1956) also found that six months after the 

comoletion of the course the student-centered section 

estimated more behavior change as a result of the course 

than did the instructor-centered section. Once again the 

results were significant at better than the .01 level. 

Bills (1952) found results similar to those of RasMussen. 

Bills reports that there was no significant difference in 

content mastery on the objective tF'lsts between the student-

centered and instructor-centered class. He did find, however, 

that the attitudes of the student-centered class toward 
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were significantly more positive than those in the 

instructor-centered class. Again, people in the student-

centered class reported a belief that the course of 

personal value which was not reported in the instructor-

centered class. 

In a later experiment Bills (1957) found that during the 

student-centered teaching there was an increase in the concept 

of self and acceptance of self, a decrease in the 

between the concept of self and the concept of ideal self and 

no change in the concept of ideal self. He reoorted that to a 

statistically significqnt student-centered 

accomplishes psychotherapeutic aims. Significant results 

were reported using the Index of Adjustment and Values to show 

personality changes. 

Haigh and Schmidt (1956) found that when students are 

permitted to choose between a teacher-centered and a group-

centered class and when the students in the group-centered class 

are not required to learn subject matter by the examination-

grade system there is no significant difference between the 

two types of classes at the end of the quarter in terms of 

subject rna tter learned. This ex>Jeri_ment allm..red for 

volunteering according to individual needs and thereby got 

results than Asch where students were assigned to 

groups without heeding indiYidual needs. In part this experiment 

was going along with one of Carl Rogers basic assumptions about 

man. This is that each knows himself better 

than any other person can possibly know him. The student which 
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has the option to decide which type of learning environment he 

wishes to learn in would then make the best possible decision 

for himself. Certainly his decision would be better than a 

matched pair or random assignment to a class. It is for 

this reason that this author feels the Haigh and Schmidt 

experiment was more reasonably designed than that done by 

Asch (1951). 

One of the big factors which is very difficult to allow for 

is time. With a few exceptions, the longest experiments have 

run no more than a semester. Many have been only a few weeks 

in duration. Peters (1948), as reported by Anderson {1963), 

found a slight advantage for democratic teachers at the end of 

the first year, which became a marked superiority by the end 

of the second year. If the of Holt (1964, 1967, 

1969), Postman and Weingartner (1969), Rogers (1969) and others 

are valid as they relate to education, then Peters results can 

be explained. Some studies {Faw, 1949; Wispe, 1951; Hare, 1959) 

have found that the environment which is student-centered 

tends to have students reporting their learning experience 

as more enjoyable and the content knowledge more applicable 

to their individual needs. If the learning experience is 

meaningful to the individual, then it is likely that through 

time the past learning experience will be viewed more positively 

and that greater amounts of knowledge will be retained. Peters 8 

findings are in this light not difficult to comprehend. 

It seems to this author that the applicability of the 
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content area to the student the meaningfulness 

of the experience to him. The more involved the student is 

in determining his own future, as in the and Schmidt 

(1956) experiment, the better the experience will be. 

In a quite extensive research of the literature Anderson 

(1963) found eleven studies reporting greater learning for 

learner-centered groups, thirteen with no difference, and 

eight favoring teacher-centered One of the large 

shortcomings found in some of the studies was in the method 

of grading. If grades on a test are to be taken seriously 

the different grouos must ha,re similar motivations to score 

highly. In other words if one group is graded on an objective 

test, the other groups must also be graded on the test. Lack 

of a time dimension also takes away from the reliability of 

the experimental results. It was also discovered that some 

of the experimenters in the instructor-centered classes were 

overly harsh or untouchable to the students. This being the 

case it is only natural that the student favor the student-

centered class. 

Surmnar,y of the Review of the Literature. Because of the 

conflicting results of the experiments, this author feels 

saying one class environment leads to greater learning than 

the other environment is not sound. To say learning occu ... red 

as a result of a class environment is very difficult 

in that there are many extraneous variables present. Quantity 

or quality of learning; as reported in these abstracts from 
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the literature just are not :reliable enough. 

By reviewing the literature this author is able to 

conclude with some degree of certainty or probability that 

in other than content mastery the student-centered environment 

is better than the instructor-centered one. 

Several authors have found through experimentation 

that student attitudes about their classes and about themselves 

are much better in the student-centered classes. It would 

a opear also that constructive personality· change is more 

probable in student-centered classes. Faw (1949), Rogers 

(1969), Bills (1957), and others have found the student-center-

ed class to accomplish psychotherapeutic aims. Students in 

student-centered classes frequently renort a feelinfS of 

learning more, that what is learned is practical and applicable, 

that attitude in a positive direction takes place, that 

the class is interesting, exciting and valuable. 

It is this author's conclusion that the amount of knowledge 

gained in class is approximately equal between the student-

centered and instructor-centered class. Anderson 9 s (1963) 

review of the literature seems to give this assumption weight. 

It seems that a realistic goal of an experiment could be to 

determine what the best learning environment is, not in terms 

of content mastery but rather in terms of student satisfaction, 

ability to find meaning, personal growth, and other similar 

g;oals. 

With these thoughts, assumptions and conclusions in mind, 
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this author's experiment has been set up to explore an 

atmosphere where the student can make best use of his talents 

and the instructor's time can best be utilized. 



CHAPTER III 

DESIGN 

This study was designed to determine whether students 

in an alternative-based introductory psychology class felt 

a decrease in their need for structure as a result of the 

class environment, and felt that the class itself promoted 

a meaningful experience. 

Sample. The students registering for Ps,y-chology 2, 

Section 2, Spring quarter of 1971 at 1:15 P.M. on Tuesda.v 

and Thursday were the subjects of this study. On the first 

day of class the students were told that the class would be 

split in half. nieces of paper were then passed out to 

the students who were instructed to out their name on one of 

the two. Each piece of paper containing the 

composed a group. The Ss in effect selected which of the 

two groups they were going to be in for the quarter, although 

at the time they didn't know whether they were going to be 

in the control or experimental group. A coin was tossed to 

determine which list of students were in each group. As a 

result of the selection the 46 students on one list made up 

the experimental group and the 41 students on the second 

piece of naper made up the control group. The number of 

students in each class includes those who joined the class 

after the first dav. As a result, several of these students in 

each class did not take the ore administered on the first 

day and are not included in the experimental results. A number 

of students either dropped out or received incompletes. There-
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fore. the,y didn qt take the nost test. The students were 

allowed to choose which of the two groups they would join 

so they could be in the class with their friends. 

The control and experimental group each contained by 

chance about half male and female of students. The 

students were basically freshmen in their third quarter of 

attendance at the University of Minnesota, Duluth. 

Procedure and Design. The control group was composed of 

41 students in a lecture-based environment. The 

instructor of the control group. Gene Allred, decided to 

have a lecture on Tuesday of each week and discussion groups 

on each Thursday every week. In this group the structure. 

goals and direction of the student's learning was controlled 

by the instructor. The grade for the group was determined 

on the outcome of two tests. Reading assignments were made 

by the instructor and most of the content, if not all, was 

introduced by him. The class was structured in such a way 

that the students had minimal input, except in the discussion 

groups. The discussion group topics were also decided by 

the instructor, and the groups centered their thinking along 

his topic 

The control group was set up as much like the tr'l.di tional 

classroom setting as possible. The instructor lectured on 

tonics of his choice, presented outside the text materials 

and generally conducted an instructor-centered class. 
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The group was to give students the 

greatest possible opportunity to determine how to receive their 

grade. The experimental class consisted of fourteen 

alternative methods to receive points for the class. By 

combining two or more of the fourteen alternativest the grade 

for the quarter could be computed. Each alternative was worth 

a specified mLmber of points so that each student could 

determine what the best means for him would be to accumulate 

points. 

The quarter was broken into two parts, and the students in 

the experimental group were told that they must gain 50 or more 

points each half quarter to receive a passing A 

cumulative point total of less than one hundred points for 

the quarter resulted in an Incomplete being assigned. No 

failures would be given. Grading for the class above the 

minimal 100 points was to be on a curve so that the grades for 

each group would be nearly the same. Every two weeks the 

point totals were posted where the students could determine 

where they stood in regards to their classmates. Thus, the 

grading to quite a larq;e degree was determined by how much an 

individual student wanted to do. 

On the first day of class the experimental group received 

the course outline which presented the class philosophy. a 

listing of the alternatives and the points available for each 

alternative and the method through which maximum credit coul_d 

be achieved for each alternative. {See Appendix A for the 
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course outline.) The experimental class met on Tuesday for a 

lecture and on Thursday for a disc,Jssion group. There were 

three discussion running at the same ti"le on T11ursday 

on three different tooics. On Tuesday, Wednesda,v and Thursday 

nights were Human Relations The class learning 

experiences, therefore, occurred chiefly through one of the 

three preceding medias: lecture, discussion group, and Human 

Relations group. Because each of the three types of group meet-

ings were different alternatives it was left to the student's 

discretion as to which, if any, of the three main class events 

he would attend. Following is a list of the alternatives and 

the point system in effect the quarter: 

1. Attendance at a discussion group-6 points 
2. ;·.Attendance at a lecture-4 points 
3. Attendance at a HQman Relations meeting-6 points 
4. Running and write up of an experiment-up to 50 points 
5. Abstract of a journal article-4 points 
6. Field trip-from 4 to 16 points depending upon whet"e 
?. Taking of some tests through the Counseling office-6 points 
8. Term paper-25, 50 or mo:re points depending on 1uality 
9. Seeing a film in the psychology depa:rtment-4 ooints 
10. Take mid-quarter or final examination 

a. Be graded on the same curve as the control group 
b. Be graded at th test point value 

11. Turn in text book notes at 6 points per chapter 
12. Write a summary of an article found in the book of readings 

at 2 points per article 
13. Turn in book report on a pertinent paperback (or book) 

a. 8 points for some books 
b. and 16 ooints for more difficult books 

14. Participate in an experiment run by an upoer division 
student-3 to 5 points 

As was previously mentioned each student had to decide 

how he wanted to accumulate his points. A student who enjoyed 

reading might elect to report on three or four paperbacks, 

attend lectures and go to the Human Relations meetings to 
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get his grade. Another student may decide to attend classes, 

read the textbook and take the tests for his grade. The class 

was structured in such a way that each student could nossibly 

have a different combination of alternatives. 

The experimental group class was set up in this manner 

to appeal to as many students as possible. Those students 

who needed a lot of structure in a class could attend lectures 

and discussion groups and take the tests to get the grade. 

In effect these students would be doing the exact same thing 

as those in the control group class. Those students who 

need very little structure or direction in a classroom 

would find themselves with a gr8at deal of freedom to explore 

their interests in the altermtive-based class. The experi-

mental group class was designed to meet the needs of any· and 

all students in the class. 

The discussion on Thursday· for the experimental 

gro'lp were run by three students in educational 

osychology. Each graduate student had one undArfSraduate 

psychology student as an assistant. The students at 

the of the quarter set up r;roup experiences or 

developmental guidance units which involved all members in a 

particinatory role. For the first half of the quarter, one 

discussion group was involved in behaviorism and psycho-

analysis. The experiences which the graduate student set up 

dealt with only those tooics. The discussion which followed 

the experience genArally went into depth at some point around 
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the topic and experience. The second discussion 

dealt with existentialism, Rogers, Ellis and other 

key theorists. The third group was not limited to any 

therapy model and so covered all of the theories. During 

the second half of the quarter, the groups discussed learning, 

social psychological issues and language & communication. 

During the second half of the quarter, the undergraduate 

psychology assistants took on more of the planning :role of the 

developmental gnida.nce experiences. Thus, not only was the 

discussion group a learning experience for the student but 

was an excellent place for the graduate and undergraduate 

student to try out skills they had learned. 

The Human Relations groups were developmental 

guidance oriented in nature. Communication skills, sensitiv-

ity to others, non-verbal cues, leadership roles and similar 

topics made up the sessions. Again developmental guidance 

experiences were used in a sensitivity training or T-group 

environment. Both the discussion and the Human Relations 

groups were aimed at the application of tl-te course content. It 

was believed that a deeper understanding of the course content 

could occur if the application and modeling of the content took 

place. It is one thing to read about reflection as used by 

Carl Rogers and quite another thing to put to use in a discussion 

or Human Relation group. The Hunan Relations groups were 

facilitated once again by graduate students in the Educational 

Psychology graduate program. 
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A couple of restrictions were placed on the experimental 

group subjects. The mid-quarter was scheduled for a specific 

date half way through the quarter. After that specified time 

the discussion group topics would change. Before that date 

all materials had to be turned in for credit and after the 

midterm new projectsD book reportsD experimentsD etc. had to 

starto This stipulation was made to insure that the students 

did the work throughout the quarter rather than waiting until 

the last week. The other stipulation was that all students 

had to take the final examination for either full credit (80 

points) or 1/4 credit. The midquarter was not mandatory. 

The lecture was designed to familiarize the students 

with the terminology and main points presented in the text. 

A person attending lecture would have a grasp of the concept 

being discussed later in the week. Lecture time was also 

devoted to the taking care of administrative questions the 

students had. The design of the experimental class was complex 

and at times needed some clarification. A couple of minutes 

was also spent telling the students what each particular 

discussion group would deal with later in the week. This 

gave the students time to decide which of the three groups 

they wished to attend and also gave them an opoortunity to 

read the text or other sources to better grasp what was to 

be presented in the discussion group. 

The field trips were set up in the discussion groups upon 

mutual interest and advertised during the lecture. Arrangements 
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were made by the students and a graduate student went with the 

group on the trip. 

Several applicable paperbacks were ordered through the 

bookstore before the quarter began. The students were given 

the list of suggested books which were available either in the 

bookstore or in the reserve reading roomo Any books that were 

not on the list but the students thought should be on the list 

were considered by the coordinator (experimenter). Point value 

for the book report was determined first by the complexity or 

difficulty of the book itself and second on the quality of the 

reporte Full credit was generall,yr given for any book report 

turned in and extra credit given to those of superior quality. 

The independent variable in this experiment was the 

classroom environment. The main dependent variable was the 

need for structure of the students. The environment was 

different for each group as was the number of alternatives 

available to the students. This experiment also revealed 

the effects of the different environments on the student 0 s 

attitude toward the class. An instructor-centered class was 

being compared with an alternative-based class. A class in 

which the teacher was responsible for what and how a student 

learned as compared to a class in the student was highly 

responsible for these two activitiAs. 

Instrumentation. On the first day of class the Need-for-

Structure test (constructed by the author) was administered to 

the control and experimental groups. (See Appendix B for the 
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Need-for-Structure test.) Both groups took the test together 

and were given the instructions to be as as oossible. 

The students were told that the test was a questionnaire, not 

that the test was seeking to find out ones basic personality. 

The same test with the same instructions was given the two 

groups on the last day of class. The Need-for-Structure test 

is comoosed of 29 questions which were designed to find out 

which students had a high degree of need for structure. In 

other words, the test was measuring which students needed 

structure, direction, and instructor guidance. Those students 

who rated low on the test were those accustomed to self 

direction in a class. These students were capable of setting 

their own learning goals and as a result depended to a minimal 

degree on the instructorvs direction or course content goals. 

Reliability for the Need-for-Structure test wqs determined 

using split-half reliability measures and the Pearsonproduct-

moment correlation coefficient. The reliability of the Need-

for-Structure test was found to be .87. A high reliability· 

value of .70 or higher according to Bruning & Kintz (1968), 

shows that the test is reliably (accurately) measuring the 

characteristic it was designed to measure. The only validity 

the test has is its face validity which by the above standard 

appears to be high. 

On the last day of class a fourteen question course 

evaluation was given to the students. Using the Likert scale 
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of one to seven the students rated their class experience, 

their attitude toward the class, and their attitude toward 

the instructor (See Appendix C for the Course Evaluation.). 

The purpose of the fourteen question questionnaire was to 

determine whether or not there was a difference in attitude 

toward the class between the control and experimental group. 

Toward the end of the quarter a true-false questionnaire 

consisting of 16 questions was administered to the students 

in the experimental group only-. The true-false questionnaire 

went into more detail than the course evaluation and was 

designed to get at attitudes toward the class as well as the 

self to class rehtionship. By the self to class relationship 

is meant the student's feelings about his own abilities, fears 

and expectations in regard to the class (See Appendix D for the 

True-false questionnaire.). 

The final instrument which was used in both groups was the 

student's written, spontaneous attitudes toward the class. The 

students were instructed to be as honest as possible and to 

offer criticism 1-rherever apulicable. The course evaluation, the 

true-false questionnaire and the written reuort were written 

anonymously b,y- the students so as to promote honest answers. 

Statistical Hy-potheses. The following were the hypotheses 

tested in this study. All hynotheses pertain to the effect the 

different class environments and structures had on the students. 

Null Hynothesis 1: There will be no significant 
difference in mid-term or final test scores between 
the control and experimental groups. 
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Null Hypothesis 2: There will be no significant difference 
between the pre and post on the Need-for-
Structure test in the experimental group. 

Null Hypothesis 3: There will be no significant 
difference between the pre and post test on the 
Need-for-Structure test in the control 

Null Hypothesis 4: There will be no significant 
difference between the pre test scores on the 
Need-for-Structure test in the control and 
experimental group. 

Null Hypothesis 5: There will be no significant 
di.fference bebveen the post test scores on the 
Need-for-Structure test in the control and 
experimental grouo. 

Null Hypothesis 6: The.,..e will be no significant dif-
ference on the course evaluation questionnaire 
between the control and experimental group. 

Analysis. The scores on the mid-quarter and final 

examination were compared between the control and experimental 

groups. Independent sample t tests were used to determine 

significance between the groups for both tests. 

Independent sample t tests were used to determine signifi-

cance between control and experimental group pre tests and 

between control and experimental group post tests on the 

Need-for-Structure test. 

Dependent samole t tests were used to determine signifi-

cance between pre to post tests for the control group and pre 

to post tests for the experimental group on the Need-for-Struc-

ture test. 

Separate independent sample t tests were used to determine 

significance for each question on the course evaluation 
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questionnaire between the control and experimental group. 

Surnna.r.y. Eighty-seven students registering for 

Psychology 2 were divided into control and experimental 

sections of a class. Those in the control group were 

taught in the traditional or instructor-centered 

class environment. Those students joining the experimental 

group were placed in a learning atmosphere based on 

tives which were conducive to student involvement in the selec-

tion of goals, structure and direction of study. The main 

hypothesis was that'students in a classroom based on the 

student 0 s own selection of study materials and methods of 

learning from an alternative-based system would develop less 

need for structure than those students in a traditional, 

instructor-centered classroom setting. 

A secondary hypothesis was that mid-quarter and final 

tests given to both groups of students would not differ 

significantly in test results. 

The final hypothesis 1.ras that students in the alternative-

based class environment would report significantly more positive 

attitudinal feelings for their class than those students in 

the conventional class environment. 

Dependent and independent sample t tests were used to 

analyze the data and determine significance. The Pearson 

product-moment correlation coefficient was used to determine 

the reliability of the Need-for-Structure test used in this study. 



CHAP'l'ER D! 

ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 

In this the data collected was analyzed to 

determine whether the null hypothesis could or could not be 

rejected. The t test was used to determine whether the 

results were significant. All results were considered 

significant at the .05 level of confidence. If significant 

at this level of confidence the null hypotheses were rejected. 

For purposes of illustration any result with a confidence 

level greater than .05 was placed in the table at that 

stated higher level of significance. Primarily, 

the probability that the results were due to chance had to 

be 5 out of 100 or smaller. Tl1e t test was significant if 

its value was greater than the tabled value. The null 

hypothesis was then rejected. 

Null Hypothesis 1: There will be no significant 

difference in test scores (mid-term or final) between the 

control and experimental group. 

TABLE I 

Effects of the Different Class Environments 

on the Student 9 s Mid-term Test Results 

Environment N 
Control Group 35 
Exper. Group 41 

df=n+n-2 

df 
74 

s 
33.43 
20.20 

t Sig 
.05 
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The null hyoothesis was rejected at the .05 level. The 

control group scored significantly on the mid-term 

examination with of the items correct while the experi-

mental received only of the iteMs correct. 

------------------------------
TABLE II 

Effects of the Different Environments 

on the Student's Final Examination Results 

Environment N 
Control Group 35 
Exper. Group 40 

df=n+n-2 

df X 
73 18.97 

10.90 
32.21 
15.22 

t 
-23.06 

Sig 
.001 

The null hypothesis was rejected at the .001 leveL The 

control group scored significantly higher on the final 

with of the items correct while the 

experimental group :received only 3.5% of the items correct. 

Null 2: There will be no significant 

difference between the pre and post tests on the Need-for-

Structure test in the experimental group. 

TABLE III 

Results of the t Test for the Difference 

Between the pre and post Need-for-Structure 

Tests in the Experimental Group 

Test N 
pre 35 
post 35 

df 
34 

df=n-1 

Xn 
2.83 11.32 

t Sig 
.001 
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The null hypothesis was :rejected at the .001 level. 

The nost test scores on the Need-for-Structure test we:re 

significantly less than the ore test scores in the 

experimental group. The reS'llts suggest that a significant 

decrease in student need for structure occurred. 

------------------------------
Null Hypothesis 3: There will be no significant 

difference between the pre and post tests on the Need-

for-Structure test in the control group. 

TABLE Dl 

Results of the t Test for the Difference 

Between the pre and nost Need-for-Structure 

Test 
pre 
post 

N 
34 
34 

Tests in the Control Group 

df t 
33 .32 11.13 .56 

df=n-1 

Sig 
NS 

The null hypothesis was not :rejected. No significant 

difference was found between pre and post 

test scores in the control group. 

Null Hypothesis 4: There will be no significant 

difference between the pre test scores on the Need-for-Structure 

test in the control and experimental group. 
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TABLE V 

Results of the t Test Comparing pre Tests of the 

Experimental and Control Group on the 

Need-for-Structure Test 

Environment N df 
Control Group 34 67 
Exper. Group 35 

sz t Sig 

df=n+n-2 

13.91 
13.49 

22.33 
20.37 

-.38 NS 

The null hypothesis was not rejected. No significant 

difference was found between pre test scores on the Need-for-

Structure test in the control and experimental group. Thus, 

there was no statistical difference on ore test scores between 

students in each group. 

Null Hy-pothesis 5: There will be no significant 

difference between the post test scores on the Need-for-

Structure test in the control and experimental group. 

TABLE VI 

Results of the t Test Comparing Post Tests on the 

Need-for-Structure Test to Determine the Effect of 

the Different class environments 

Environment N df 
Control Group 34 67 
Exper. Group 35 

df=n+n-2 

X 
13.59 
10.66 

sz 
20.61 
18.76 

t 
-2.79 

Sig 
.01 
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The null hypothesis was rejected at the .01 level. The 

experimental group had a significant decrease in need for 

structure as compared to the post test results in the control 

group. 

Null Hypothesis 6: There will be no significant 

differences on the course evaluation questionnaire between 

the control and experimental group. 

TABLE VII 

Results of the t Test Comparing 

the Different Attitudes of the Students in the 

Control and Experimental Group Toward their Class 

Environment N Scale df X s2 t Sig 
Control 35 poor-good le'l.rn- 75 4.80 2.40 1.24 NS 
Exper. 42 ing experience 5.95 .97 

Control 35 unproductive- 75 5.34 2.29 .62 NS 
Exper. 42 thought provok- 5.52 1.08 

ing 

Control 35 uninteresting- 75 5.23 2.48 2.41 .02 
ExpP-r. 42 interesting 5.93 .95 
Control 35 unapplicable- 74 5.17 2.56 2.61 .02 
Exper. 41 applicable 5.98 1.27 

Control 35 structured- 75 4.57 2.37 2.69 .01 
Exper. 42 unstructured 5.43 1.62 

Control 35 hard-easy 75 3.63 1.59 2.75 .01 
Exper. 42 4.40 1.37 

Control 35 dislike class- 75 4.83 3.15 3.74 .001 
Exper. 42 enjoy class 6.10 1.31 

Control 35 boring-exciting 75 4.17 1.85 3.64 .001 
Exper. 42 5.19 1.13 
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TABLE VII continued 
Control 35 bad class overall- 75 Lj..7Lj. 2.73 Lj..29 .001 
Exper. /.j.2 good class overall 6.07 1.14 

Control 34 teacher seemed 7/.j. 6.00 1.33 1.21 NS 
Exper. 42 closed-teacher 6.29 .84-

seemed open 

Control 34 teacher was 74 6.06 .91 2.42 .02 
Exoer. 42 unfriendly-teacher 1).52 .Lj. 5 

was friendly 

Control 34 teacher not 74 5.47 1.35 s.oo .001 
Exner. 42 helpful-teacher 6.52 .40 

helpful 

Control 35 not as well liked- 75 4.51 3.26 5.00 .001 
Exper. 42 better liked than 6.21 1.29 

other classes 

Control J/.j. less conducive to 74 4.50 2.08 3.39 .01 
Exoer. /.j.2 learning-more con- 5.55 1.67 

ducive to learning 

df=n+n-2 

TABLE VIII 

Results of the True-False Questionnaire 

Administered to the Experimental Group Showing 

the Student's Attitudes Toward Their Class 

Question "I True # False True 
1. I'd prefer to go to a class where 
the teacher didn 9 t offer alternatives 1 41 2.4 
like this one. 

2. I wish this classes' "Alternatives 
structuren would be used in my other 37 5 88.8 
classes. 

3. If I had a choice of this class 
or a straight lecture-test class I'd 38 91.2 
prefer this class. 

Lj.. I like this class because I have 
the freedom and responsibility to 39 3 93.6 
decide what to learn. 



TABLE VIII continued 

5. I feel that I more content 
through this class than through any 
lecture-test class. 

25 

6. I will remember what I learned in this 
class longer than what I'd have remem- 37 
bered in the lecture-test class. 

7. I learned applicati.on typAs of 
things rather than abstract facts in 
this class. 

8. I turned in reports on books I 
didn't read. 

9. I feel that I really didn't learn 
anything in this class. 

10. I did as little as possible in 
this class. 

11. There was too much pressure 
throughout the quarter to get points. 

12. I did more for this class than 
I would have in a straight lecture-
test class. 

13. I learned more worthwhile things in 

37 

1 

1 

8 

16 

36 

this class than I would have in the 38 
straight lecture-test class. 

14. This has been one of mv best 
courses. 

15. This has been the :most enjoyable 
class I've had. 

16. Somehow I feel that this class 
cheated me. 

29 

24 

2 

16 59.8 

5 88.8 

88.8 

41 2.4 

41 2.4 

34 19.2 

26 38.4 

6 86.4 

91.2 

12 

17 57.1 

39 4.8 

One other very important picture of this class was gained 

through the anonymously written reports the students did one 

day in class. The major feeling or attitude has been abstracted 
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from most of the student's reports in the experimental class. 

The following are the student 0 s favorable comments pertaining 

to the class: 

"I have learned some valuable things from this class and 

I would like to see more of this kind of thing 

11 This program has allowed independent guided study. It 

has allowed me to deviate into the areas of study that I 

do better at." nThis class as set up really seems 

adequate; it does, h01-rever, require internal motivation." 

"It 0 s hard to get motivated but I know Pm doing or have 

done a lot more than I would in a straight lecture or 

structured class. 19 19 I really can 11 t think of an area 

which needs improvement.n "I think the class is a pretty 

good deal. It 0s about as flexible as it could be. It 0 s 

one of the few classes I want to come to." nThe many 

broad opportunities we can choose for getting points works 

very welL" "The Thursday discussion group is really 

good because we usualLY experience something and then talk 

about it. 90 "I seem to be learning more by doing the things 

I want and attending the discussion groups that interest 

me." "I have learned more from this class than my Psych. 1 

class. I think the course is great and should be offered 

in different types of classes, as well as psychology. 11 

"On a whole, this class is interesting, exciting and fun. 19 

10 I think that I have gotten a lot out of this class--more so 

than if it were a regular one. 01 10I think the way this course 
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is set up to e.;et your grade is great because it gives 

everyone so much leeway·." 11I think this course is really 

a learning experience. Because we set our own pace, it 

helps me because I don 9 t get so pressured and shook when 

I get behind." "I hope in the future that more classes 

will be taught in this manner." "I am le!J.rning what I 

want to learn and I have a desire to do some work. Your 

class is unstructured and yet, you have set up some goals 

for me to work for." "This class has been enjoyable 

because of its variety in topics, speakers, and discussion 

groups. 18 "The whole prog;ram is a wonderful relief from the 

usual lecture-note-taking syndrome, so please continue it 

for future students." "In Psych. 1 I read the chapters 

right before the test and really didn't get anything out 

of them. now it is much more interesting to read 

and become involved in the book. You begin to realize 

also that there is so much more to psychology than just 

lectures, experiments and objective tests." "The idea of 

so many different ways to complete requirements for the 

course is really fine. Available ways are diverse enough so 

that most people should be able to find something that 

interests them." "I like this class mostly because of the 

active participation rather than the passive learning 

process. I was one in the e;roup." "Of all my classes 

this quarter I think I am benefitting most from this one. I 

like the optional methods of obtaining information." "I have 
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preferred a structu,..ed class settinq; in the nast but I 

enjoy this type of class •10 

The following are the negative comments made by the 

students about the alternative-based class: 

"There should be a certain number of ooints equal to the 

grade so I know exactly what to do to earn my grade.n 

"The instructor doesn 9 t give enough direction in the class." 

"The lectures don't prepare us to take the test." "The 

course is good, but too much emphasis is on the point 

system." "I thought the class was OK but more points 

should be given for everything." "There is too much 

emphasis on gaining points. Pm not sure how to solve 

this--maybe it has to come from within ourselves." "This 

would be a good class for psychology ma .iors and other 

people really interested in psychology. The many alter-

natives are good if you ha1re the time to do them. Taking 

a full load and working doesn't give me the time for most 

of the alternatives." "Straight lectures are boring, 

uninteresting. and tend to put you to sleep. But they have 

an objective. This class has little objective. It is 

designed to motivate. But we are not learning very much. 19 

For the most part the comments were in favor of the class. 

Both positive and negative about the class will be 

further discussed in the Limitations chapter. 

Finally. followin.c; is the record of the al terna ti ves the 

experimental class particinated in. 
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TABLE IX 

Participation of the Students in the 

Alternative Options of the Experimental Class 

During Each Half Quarter 

The Alternatives 1st Half Qtr. 2nd Half Qtr. 

1. Attendance at Discussion group 
lst week 35 33 
2nd week 39 33 
3rd week 40 43 
4th week 40 36 
5th week (2nd Half Qtr. only) 31 

2. Attendance at Lecture 
1st week 42 38 
2nd week 41 42 
3rd week 42 38 
4th week 42 40 

3. Attendance at Human Relations group 
1st week 14 
2nd week 19 
3rd week 20 
4th week 15 
5th week (2nd Half Qtr. only) 

4. Did Experiments 1 
5. Abstracts of Journal Articles 0 
6. Field trip partici?ants 0 
7. \vent to Counseling Office · 4 
8. Wrote term papers 2 
9. Saw films in Psychology Department 15 
10. a. Took midquarter or final for 20 pts. 41 

b. Took midquarter or final for 80 pts. 0 
11. Chapter notes from text 75 
12. Article reports from Book of Readings 12 
13. Book reports 37 
14. Were in experiments 6 
15. Dropped out of class 2 
16. Received Incompletes 

N=l+4 

15 
15 
10 

8 
11 

0 
0 

22 
11 

2 
10 
41 

0 
108 

20 
7 

23 

4 

---------------------------------
Surrnna.r.v. Several siQ;nificant differences were found in 

the study making; it possible to reject several of the null 
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hypotheseso 

The results of all hypotheses but the first one are in 

favor of the exper:Lrnental gronp9 Only the tests 

favored the control groupo The true-false questionnaire showed 

the experimental group students definitely in favor of the 

alternative-based class The written reports also 

showed high regard for the altern!ltive-based classo 



CHAPTER V 

OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

Interpretation of results. The interpretations and 

conclusions of this experiment will be broken down into 

three components. The first area of concern will be the 

significance of the Need-for-Structure test results. The 

second concern will be a comparison of the class environments 

with the major emphasis placed on the alternative-based class. 

Third, the problem of class content as measured by midquarter 

and final examination will be discussed. 

Because of the lack of validity statistics on the 

Need-for-Structure test, one should keep in mind the limita-

tions this nlaces on one's ability to draw accurate conclusions. 

Conclusions will be drawn, however, based on the premise that 

the test does have face validity and high reliability. One 

other concern is the complexity of the different class 

environments. One should keep in mind that the experimental 

group was based on an organized system of complex variables. 

The alternatives and possible combinations thereof resulted in 

a great deal of interaction. Looking at the results of the 

student activity in the class (Table IX) and the Need-for-

Structure test, however, did not suggest that any one variable 

had more influence than any other variables (alternatives) on 

test results. In other words, a person whose test results 

indicated a decrease in need for structure could not be traced 
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to participation in any specific pattern of alternatives. 

Undoubtedly some activities, such as the discussion groups 

and Human Relations groups, had greater potential for creating 

change in a person. The Need-for-Structure test results and 

written reports indicated that change was related 

to the presence of a'ltern.:ttives available to the students. 

Before any further interpretations are made, more should 

be said about the validity of the Need-for-Structure test. 

Because the test questions appear to measure what they are 

supposed to measure, the test has face validity. In addition 

to face validity are the written reports of the students and 

some of the comments the.Y· have made which also suggest validity 

of the test (See pages 35-37). 

The written reports have several comments about insight 

particular students have had into their own change. 

A person's need for structure in a learning situation is more 

than a concrete means by which the student gets a A 

person with a high need for structure probably needs and 

desires direction and supervision from the instructor; he likes 

to be told what to learn and what to study. As a result the 

instructor plays a key role in such a student's learning ability. 

However, direction, supervision, responsibility and structure, 

when totally controlled by the instructor, turn the student into 

a passive learner. 

Several students in the experimental class reported a change 

in themselves. Several reported that the class forced them to 
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become more self-motivated. Some students said that they 

learned to accept more of the responsibility. They were 

not told what to study or how. The decisions were up to 

them. Because they had to make the decistons about what to 

learn. they had to take the responsibility upon themselves. 

Several students reported a gain in self-responsibility because 

of the need to make decisions; an inherent part of the 

alternative-based class. The greater the amount of respon-

sibility a person has and the more decisions he makes. the 

greater is his role in the activity. A number of students 

said that they were active learners and members of the class 

rather than passive learners. The class was termed their most 

exciting. most intAresting and most rewarding class by several 

students. The resu.lts of the course evaluation and true-false 

questionnaire supported these statements. 

Because of the large number of reports, such as those above. 

and the frequency of them throughout the quarter, the author 

concludes that several personality· changes did occur in some 

students because of the alternative-based class. A greater 

degree of responsibility. the making of more decisions, the taking 

of an active ratheF than passive role in learning and similar 

activities are surely integrally related to a decrease in need 

for structure. If these activities are highly related to a 

decrease in the need for structure, the student reports. comments, 

and reported attitudes all tend to suggest validity for the 

Need-for-Structure test. 
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To summarize or clarify what has been said about validity 

can be done by comparing the results of the Need-for-Structure 

test with students renorts. Because some of the students 

report a decrease in need for structure (actually reporting 

an increase in self-responsibility, self-motivation, etc.) and 

the test results show the same thing it may be possible to 

conclude that the test is perhaps measuring what it was designed 

to measure and hence the Need-for-Structure test has some 

validity. 

Just exactly what do the results of the Need-for-Structure 

test indicate? The explanation behind the test begins with the 

fourth null hypothesis. On a pre test there was no significant 

difference in student's need for structure between the control 

and experimental groups. In other words, the two groups came from 

the same population and a random sample in each class was 

obtained as far as the student's need for structure was concerned. 

The third null hypothesis could not be rejected. The 

control group, as a res1llt of their learning environ.ment 

throughout the quarter, did not significantly change as far as 

student's need for structure is concerned. In other words, their 

class experience had no measurable effect on this personalitv 

variable. 

The second null hypothesis was rejected at the .001 level 

of significance. This indicated that from the beginning of the 

quarter to the end of the quarter the experimental group underwent 

a very significant change in student need for structure. In 
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other words, the results showed that there was a marked 

decrease in need for structure which was the expected result. 

To conclude then, the two groups were not different at the 

beginning of the quarter but by the end of the quarter the 

experimental group showed a significant decrease in student 

need for structure while the control group showed no change 

in student need for structure. Thus, the post test scores on 

the Need-for-Structure test resulted in a significant difference 

between groups. The fifth null hyoothesis, therefore. was 

rejected. Because the test :results were significantly dif'ferent 

at the .01 level it can be concluded that a very significant 

change in student need for structure did occur between the b-10 

different learning environments. The conclusion drawn is that 

an alternative-based class significantly decreased student 

need for structure while the traditional, instructor-centered 

class had no effect on student need for structure. Further, 

this experiment suggests that an alternative-based class 

increases student responsibility making him an active agent in 

learning rather than a passive recioient of knowledge. 

Experimental Limitations. The experimental conclusions 

must be regarded with caution because of the doubt that exists in 

regard to the validity of the testing instrument. MoreoYer, one 

assumes that the out of classroom enviromnent could not haYe 

affected either g!'oup to any significant degree. The populations 

of each class were large enough to :randomize any outside of 

class influences. However, there were other extraneous variables 



which could not be adequately controlledo First of all, there 

was a difference in instructors., The personality variable 

could have had some effecto The use of different rooms could 

have some effecto The experimental group was conducted in a 

more informal manner than the control group which, however, 

is in part due to the different structureso The difference in 

formality, however, was not entirely due to structure; some 

was perhaps due to different personality traits of the 

instructors., The course outline (Table VII) showed a difference 

in attitude of the groups toward their instructorso The author, 

instructor of the expP-rimental group, was viewed significantly 

more helpful (beyond oOOl level) and significantly friendlier 

(beyond .,02 level) than the control group instructoro 

One other possibility which shouldn°t be overlooked is the 

"Hawthorne effect90 ., The students in the experimental group 

were in a new situation, were getting special attention by 

several people, and knew that they were not in the usual, tra-

ditional class.. The students in the control group knew they 

were participating in an experiment also but the class was the 

usual, traditional class setting .. 

The midquarter and final test results significantly favored 

the control groupo This poses serious questions in reference to 

content learningo However, it should be indicated that the 

students in the control group had only one way to get a grade 

and that was to take the two testso The students in the experi-

mental group had thirteen other ways to get a grade and didn°t 

even have to take the midquarter. While the tests were of 
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the grade in the control the tests made up only 10 to 

of the possi"hle points in the experimental group. Bec"l.use of 

the point system in the alternative-based class the students 

could somewhat forget about the tests and still get grades 

by doing work in the other alternatives. There very likely was 

a significant motivational difference when it came to taking 

the tests, for in the control group the tests were the one and 

only way to get a grade while in the experimental group the 

tests could be no more than a means to get a few more points. 

Another possibility is that scholastically the two groups were 

not similar to start with. No effort was made to match students 

in groups according to grade Doint 

Asch (1951) found that the instructor-centered group 

achieved higher grades on both objective and essay portions of 

a final examination, despite the fact that the score on the 

examination was not a basis for grading in the learner-centered 

group. Here one group is graded heavily on final examination 

test results and another group is not. It is possible that the 

students in the learner-centered group were not as highly motivated 

to score on the test as the students in the instructor-centered 

class. 

Conclusions Supporting the Alternative-based Class. The 

conclusions will be broken down into three sections; the 

attitudes of the students toward the class, the assets inherent 

in the alternative-based class structure, and the practicality 

and utility· of the class. 

Without a doubt the students in the experimental group were 
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much more positive about their class than those in the control 

group. Table VII readily shows the difference in attitudeso 

The course evaluation reports the following results: The 

students in the experimental group regarded their class as 

more interesting 9 more more unstructured 9 easier, 

more enjoyable, more excitingp and better overall than the 

regard the students in the control group had for their classo 

The students in the experimental group also viewed the instructor 

as friendlier and more helpful than did the students in the 

control group toward their instructoro In comparing their class 

to others the students in the experimental group again viewed 

their class as better liked and more conducive to learning than 

did the students in the control group for their classo The 

attitude toward the alternative-based class by its students is 

definitely significantly more positive than the attitude of the 

students in the conventional class toward their classo 

In comparing the alternative-based class with other 

classes the students report (Table VIII) an overwhelming 

preference (97o6% of the students) for the alternative-based 

classo Close to of the students wish that the alternatives 

structure would be used in their other classes.· of the 

students felt that if they had a choice between their class and 

a straight lecture class they'd prefer their classo of the 

class liked the alternatives because of the freedom and respon-

sibility the class gave to the student to decide what to learn. 

Surprising as it may seem, almost 60% of the class felt they 
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learned more than they· could ha,re learned in a lecture class 

probably because almost of the students felt they learned 

application types of things rather than abstract facts. (This 

is surprising in that the scores on the tests favored the 

control group.) Faw (1949) found that in the student-

centered reported oersonal meaning gained in their 

class than Ss in the At the saMe 

time, in the instructor-centered group felt more content 

was learned in their class that was not found to be true in 

comparing test results between the two groups. Investigation 

into this contradictory effect could perhaos determine the 

relationship between student attitudes and content mastery as 

well as between feelings of personal meaning and content mastery. 

88.8% of the class felt that what they learned would be remembered 

longer than what they would have learned in a lecture-test class, 

and felt that they learned more worthwhile things. Another 

interesting student opinion was that 86.41: felt that t n.e.y did more 

for the alternative-based class than th.ey t-Tould have in a straight 

lecture-test class. 69'.t of the studentg felt that their class 

was one of their best courses ever taken and 57% said that it 

was the most enjoy·able class ever had. 

To summarize, the students in the alternative-based class 

felt that the class was very worthwhile, that they learned 

applicable thtngs rather than abstract facts, that the class 

was exciting and interesting, and much more preferable than the 

conventional lecture-test class. 



What are the assets of the alternative-based class one 

might ask? The first asset is the student reaction to the 

classo When over of the class say that it is the best 

type of class they've had, perhaps further investigation is 

worthwhile. Giving more points to the testing 

could increase content mastery which would be an asset to the 

alternative-based class. 

The alternative-based class structure insures, to the 

greatest degree possible, the concern on the part of the 

educators for the individual student 0 s needs and interests. 

By providing enough alternatives it should be possible to 

meet the needs of all the students in the class. Every 

class could {and should) be an exploratory experience, exciting, 

interesting and worthwhile. The alternative-based class is 

significantly rated higher in all these areas than the type of 

class most commonly used today--the lecture-test class. 

Another asset of the class is its drive to make the 

students responsible, self-directed, internally motivated 

and active participants in learning. The results of this 

experiment indicate that the alternative-based class provides 

the needed environment for student change and growth. 

Finally 1 this type of class allm.rs the instructor to 

become a facilitator of learning rather than a transmitter of 

facts. Rogers (1969) found that the outcomes of teaching are 

either unimportant or hurtful. Rogers saw the instructor 0 s role 

as being a facilitator of learning rather than a transmitter of 
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knowledge, for in communicating with another teaching occurs 

and the results are inconsequential. Learning, which has 

J11eaning Rogers found, is self-discovered. The alternative-

based class is structured so each student learns what is im-

portant to him. Using graduate students and upper division 

students for the administration of most of the class routine 

gives them a very worthwhile experience, can be very stimulating 

for the students, and this frees the instructor for greater 

student contact and personal pursuit of interests. 

The alternative-based class can only be practical if 

several non-faculty people take part in the administration of 

the class. Graduate students and undergraduate majors could 

do most of the nbusywork11 • At the same time the busywork 

would be re1·Jarding and meaningful to the graduate or under-

graduate student. Going on field trips, setting up experiments, 

becoming familiar 1...rith several interesting content area books 

or paperbacks, leading group discussions, facilitating 

Relations meetings, giving and interpreting the Strong and Kuder 

Interest tests, correcting or reading different reports and other 

administrative tasks undoubtedly are worthwhile experiences 

as well as relevant learning experiences for the Educqtional 

Psychology graduate student and psycholo<>.:y undergraduate student. 

Because of the student help, the faculty· member would be able to 

devote J110re time to personal contact with the students, and be 

able to prepare exciting and interesting resources for the 

students. 

On a larger scale, this type of class is expressly designed 

to further the goals of the democratic way· of life. Freedom 
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derives its meaning from the choices or alternatives from 

which one can chooseo The greater the number of alternatives, 

the greater is the degree of freedom. A wide variety of 

alternatives also allows greater Gpportunities for responsibility 

as well as for self-directed behavior. The students when allow-

ed to direct and choose his own learning to a great degree, 

learns to be responsible for what he learns and how he learns ito 

Emphasis on the affective realm as well as the cognitive 

world of learning also enhances and makes more meaningful, the 

content itselfo The goals of education, as the goals of our 

democracy, should seek ways in which man can be more responsible, 

self-directed, freedom-seeking and affectively oriented rather 

than being merely cognitive. 

Limitations of the Alternative-Based Class. The most 

frequent criticism of the class by the students was the lack 

of a definite number of points toward the final gradee In other 

words, there should be a scale set up at the beginning of the 

quarter guaranteeing an! for a specific number of points, a 

for a specific lesser number of points, etc. Doing this would 

take care of any anxious feelings aroused because of an ambiguous 

last minute "curving" of scores to assign grades. Doing this 

would also allow the students to decide which grade to shoot for 

and thereby how many points they neededo Greater budgeting of 

time and effort could then be made so that the student wouldn't 

need to do a great deal of work in the last couple of weeks to 

get ahead of a few more students. 
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Another criticism was that a person really couldn 11 t 

do the 80 point testing alternative. The reason is that the 

one lecture every week didn't adequately prepare the student 

for a test. In other words 9 the instructor did not give enough 

direction. The instructor should have prepared the students 

to pass the test and should have told them what to study for 

in the test. This person evidently had a higher need for struc-

ture than other members in the class. For those students that 

need a great deal of structure 9 something more should be added 

to the class alternatives. Possible remedies include the 

implementation of a programmed text and/or workbook. Indi-

vidualized assignments could even be used with the high need for 

structure student. 

A final lL>nitation that may exist for an alternative-

based class is its enrollment. 300 or 400 students in a class 

could be too large to handle by the available graduate students 

and upper-division students. Possible remedies would be to 

plan for large discussion groups and Human Relations groups, 

hire a teaching assistant to correct papers, involve more 

faculty members and graduate and upper division students if 

possible. and as a last resort do awa,y with some alternatives 

which can't be handled (replacing them with others if possible). 

The cost of hiring teaching assistants coul.d also in.l-libit the 

use of the alternative-based class. 

Imnlications. The r0sults of the experiment imply that 
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the alternative-based class environment may have some very 

profound basis for existence. Because of the potential 

personality change that seems to occur in this type of class, 

more investigation should be well worth the time. 

If, as has been suggested in this study, students can 

gain responsibility, self-direction, etc. through this type 

of class environment, then perhaps serious thought should be 

given to this type of class. With the growing discontent in 

schools today, perhaps this type of class along with the 

modular scheduling, individualized instruction, team teaching, 

and other approached can better meet the needs of the students. 

The results of the attitude surveys suggest that student 

interest, learning capabilities and many other factors are 

higher in the alternative-based class than in the type of class 

which predominates the campus and schools today. Is this, in 

fact true? Could this study be replicated and yield similar 

results? 

The midquarter and final test scores imply that the 

lecture-test method produces greater learning. Students in the 

alternative-based class imply that what is learned in the 

lecture-test class is not meaningful, is quickly forgotten, 

is generally uninteresting and not exciting. If what these 

students say is true, of what value is the in the 

lecture-test class? If meaningless learning or inconsequential 

learning is taking place in the conventional classroom, how can 



the classroom environment be changed so that meaningful 

learning takes place? 

Is the alternative-based classroom environment an 

alternative to the less meaningful, interesting, etc. 

conventional classroom? 

Suggestions for Future Research. The section on the 

limitations of the alternative-based class has several 

suggestions which should be made to make the class better. 

There are in addition to those, two suggestions which 

should be made. 

The validity of the Need-for-Structure test must be 

statistically established. Perhaps a different test should 

be administered to determine need for structure, responsibility, 

self-direction and other similar and related terms. Perhaps 

an adequate personalit.v inventory can be found to measure 

some of these traits. If the Need-for-Structure test is to 

be used again, validity should be determined and correlated 

with as many external measurements as possible. 

The final suggestion for someone interested in replicating 

this experiment would be to somehow give tests to each group so 

that the students are more equally motivated to do well in both 

groups. The way to do this would be to raise the point value of 

the tests in the experimental group. The tests should also be 

constructed in such a manner that an advantage is not given to 

one group or the other due to different lecture coverage. 
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APPENDIX A 

PSYCHOLOGY 2 COURSE OUTLINE 

For purposes of classification I would like to say that 

there are three basic types of students. There are those who 

need a great deal of structure. They prefer the straight 

lecture class and a couple of objective tests. There is 

the student who needs a moderate amount of structure but 

still needs a certain amount of freedom to learn above and 

beyond what is expected of him. And finally there are students 

who need great amounts of freedom with little or no external 

motivation needed to cajole them into working. 

Unfortunately there seems to be only two basic kinds of 

classes meant to handle all three types of students. There is 

the straight lecture which bores many students 0 is over the 

heads of some, is ridiculously easy, redundant to others. 

On the other hand is the discussion group which either 

borders on a B. S. session or is so teacher-controlled as 

to be a farce. It is my hope that the experience you will 

undergo this quarter will be of value to .rou and will also 

show other peoole throughout the college that there is a 

type of class which suits most students. I strongly urge 

you to be objective as well as subjective in this experience 

and to offer honest, constructive criticism where needed. 

It has been my experience as a student that I learn best 

what I am interested in. Needless to say, my interests aren't 
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Course outline p. 2. 

yours and yours aren't mine. I therefore won't try to flog 

a dead horse by assuming that I have "the Answer" to what 

you simply have to know. I can°t do this. You are getting 

three credits and a grade for this class. Hopefully you will 

find and explore new interests, learning as you go. The 

following page of alternatives is meant to give you this chance 

while at the same time recognizing each of you as a different 

person with different needs. If you can°t feel comfortable 

in any of these alternatives Elease bring it to my attention. 

A certain number of points will be given for any alternatives 

you decide to use to get your grade. ·For the more creative 

projects there will be greater point flexibility. Throughout, 

I will be stressing quality rather than quantity although many 

times the two seem to be related. 

The first portion of the quarter will be centered around 

the general topic of "types of therapy". I hope that you can 

find one or more interests in such areas as psychoanalysis, 

behavior modification, Rogerian, existential and/or gestalt 

therapies.; On a certain day, which will be announced next weekp 

all work dealing with this general topic must be handed in for 

credit. The remainder of the quarter will be spent dealing 

with social psychology including communication skills, etc., 

and learning. 

There will be two tests offered to you during the quarter. 

You must decide whether to take the midquarter (possible of 

80 points) or take the midquarter for a possible 20 points or 

not to take the test at all. If you take the test for 20 points 
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you will have to accumulate other points using one or more 

alternative routes. If you take the test for 80 points no 

credit will be given for any participation in the alternatives. 

These people will be graded solely· on the test on the same curve 

as Mr. Allred's class. These people may attend lectures, 

discussion groups, etc. but, and I repeat, will not receive 

credit. Those who don 9 t want to take the midquarter at all 

must on the day of the midquarter turn in all work they 

want points for. Everyone will be required to take the final 

examination. This til'lle you can decide w·hether you want to 

take the test for 80 points or for 20 points. If you want 

the final to count for only 20 points you will need to turn 

again to one or more of the alternatives. 

Your grade will be found by adding up all the points you 

have received throughout the quarter. A minimum of 50 points 

will be required during each half of the quarter in order to 

pass. If you have not earned 50 points for each half of the 

quarter you will receive an incomplete until 50 points for 

each is accumulated. 

On Tuesday of every week there will be a lecture and/or 

movie for those who wish to attend. Movies will be available 

for your use at other times also. The Tuesday general meetings 

will be held in CB 335. I am hoping to have guest lecturers 

as much as possible. I would like these lectures to be styled 

much like those in the free universities. They will be 

advertised; anyone can attend, whether in the class or not, and 

attendance is your choice. 
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On Thursday of every week there will be three discussion 

groups going. You can attend whichever one you want or not 

according to your own interests. Discussion group 1 will 

deal with the behavioristic and psychoanalytic therapies. 

A graduate student in Educational Psychology· will have an 

interesting and provocatiYe demonstration dealing with some 

aspect of one of the theories as a kick-off into the 

discussion. No doubt you 1"'ill become involved if or 1"'hen you 

attend. Discussion group 2 will have a graduate 

student doing similar things. The group will focus on 

Existential, Rogerian, Gestalt and other theories. The 

third discussion group will become involved in all of the 

theories presented by the other two discussion groups. This 

group will be more general and will also allow for greater 

student direction. 

Because all three discussion groups meet at the same time 

on Thursday, you can attend only one of them. Shop around if 

you want to, though. 

Finally I will present the alternatives and their point 

values: 

1. Attendance at a discussion group is worth 6 points per session. 

2. Attendance at a lecture or movie on Tuesday is worth 4 points. 
(l\Tote that a person who attends every lecture and discussion 
group will have close to 90 points by the end of the quarter.) 

J. One night a week for 2 hours there will be a special group 
dealing with human relations. indiYidual and group skills, 
formation of self concepts. awareness and perception, etc. 
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Attendance per session is 1.ororth 6 points. Those interested 
should submit their schedules from 4:30 on every week night 
t ·o me on Thursday or Friday of this week so the groups 
can be organized. 

4. If you would like to conduct an experiment you may get 
credit for 50 points. Depending on quality more or less 
points may be given. Upper division psychology students 
will be available to help y-ou design and carry out the 
experiment. You must write up the experiment using the 
APA method to receive maximum credit. One of the 
discussion leaders or myself will help you get started 
if you want some help or ideas. 

5. An abstract of a journal article is worth 4 points. A one 
page abstract is sufficient. Alternatives 4 and 5 go well 
together. 

6. Field trips may be taken groups or individuals for 
anywhere from 4 to 16 points. The trips will be set up 
by you or the discussion group leader. If vou decide to 
take a field trip alone see one of us first. 

?. The Counseling Office in Kirby hB.s several tests which you 
may want to take. If you are having trouble deciding on 
a major or don't know what you'd like to do occupationally 
why not kill two birds with one stone? Go down and take 
the Strong or Kuder interest test or other tests for 6 
points. If you want to take any of their tests as a 
learning experience, why not? 

8. If you would like to write a term paper see me. You could 
earn 25, 50 or more points depending on quality. 

9. There are several interesting films available in the 
Psychology office. Make an appointment with the secretary 
if youvd like to see one. A list of possible films will 
be available shortly. Each film is worth 4 points. 

10. Testing. A test worth 80 points will be given as a midquarter 
or final. Those taking the 80 point test will be curved 
with Mr. Allred as class • No other points will be gi'\ren 
although participation is <-lelcome. The test worth 20 points 
is also possible for midquarter or final. The final worth 
20 or 80 points is required. (The 20 point test is the 
same as the 80 but is worth only l/4th as much.) 

11. You may take notes on the textbook for 6 points per chapter. 
During the first half of the quarter credit will be given 
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for notes on chapters 16, 17, 18 and 21. The second 
half quarter notes include chapters 9, 10, 11 and 19, 20. 
If you are taking either the midquarter or final worth 
20 points you will probably be taking notes on the text-
book anyway so why not turn them in for credit? 

12. You can also get credit for writing a summary (1 page or so) 
on your book of readings. Two points per article will be 
given. Interesting and pertinent articles dealing with 
the first half of the quarter work include those starting 
on the following pages: 332, 336, 356, 362, 388, 288, 298, 
416, 187, 394, 398, 170, 410, 328, 377, 192, 370, and 350. 
Second half quarter articles begin on the following pages: 
68, 74, 197. 155. 4, 30, 268, 102, 108, 114, 50, 276, 343, 
42, 280, 472, 428 and 464. 

13. You will also be given credit for reading and reporting on 
paperback books (which to be several $s less 
expensive than the textbook). Below I will list some of 
the better paperbacks which you may want to read. Books 
which seem to be harder or longer than others will be 
evaluated on a 16 point scale. , The easier shorter ones 
will be evaluated on an 8 point scale. The easier 
paperbacks take 2 hours or so to read so if you'd rather 
read than go to a discuss ion group or lecture here's _your 
chance. In fact, if you read four or five of the harder 
paperbacks (which really aren't that hard) you wouldn't 
have to participate in an,ything else for that half quarter. 
8 ooint books will include at least a one page report. 
16 point books will include minimally a two page :report. 
High quality reports could result in more than the number 
of points I have listed. The books below are reported 
by discussion group topics but you may read any of them 
no matter what group if any you're in. The * stand for 
16 point books. 

First half quarter 
Group 1 (Behavioristic and Psychoanalytical) 
*Love is Not Enough-Bettelheim 
Jordi-David and Lisa-Rubin 
I Never Promised You a Rose Garden-Green 
*Disclosing Man to Himself-Jourard 
*Identity: Youth and Crisis-Erickson 
*Games People Play-Berne 
Man the Manipulator-Shostrom 
*I'm OK, You're OK-Harris 
50 Minute Hour and Rebel Without a Cause-Lindner 
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Group 2 Rogerian v etc. ) 
Man°s Search for Meaning-Frankl 
Jo,y-Shutz 
*Eups,ychian Management-Maslow 
*On Becoming a Person and Client-Centered Therapy-Rogers 
*Man°s Search for Himself-May 
Eocistentialism and Human Emotions-Sartre 
Something by Fromm 
*Gestalt Theor.v Verbatim and In Out of the Garbage Pail-Pearls 
Don°t the River-Stevens 

Second Half Quarter 
Group 1 (Learning) 
Suffer Little Children-Rafferty 
Summerhill-Neill 
36 Children-Kohl 
How Children Fail and The Underachieving School-Holt 
*Teaching as a Subversive Activi\y-Postman & Weingartner 
*Freedom to Learn-Rogers 

Group 2 (Social Psychology) 
Walden TWo-Skinner 
*Territorial Imperitive-Ardrey 
The Individual and the Crowd-Ruitenbeek 

Group 3 (Communication) 
Words and Things-Brown 
*Understanding Media and other books-McLuhen 
The Silent Language-Hall 

These books by no means are all or most of what there iso 

Please feel free to suggest others. If you have already read 

any of these books for other classes don°t report on them to me. 

I will give you an idea in class what several of the books 

are about. 

14. Participate in an experiment set up by upper division 
psychology students. If the experiments last for under 
20 minutes you will receive 3 points, if longer, 5 points. 
Three experiments are all you can take part in for credit. 

Well, y-ou 0ve got quite a number of alternatives by which 

you can get a grade for this class. If you feel that there is 
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too much structure or too much freedom please come in and see 

me. Perhaps something can be done to shape the experience to 

fit you. 

office is located in Ed 113o Feel free to drop in on 

Monday, Wednesday or when I am usually aroundq You can 

leave a note for me there or in my box in the Ps,y·chology 

Department. All papers you want credit fo:r can be turned in to 

one of the discussion leaders, in my box, before the lecture, 

or at my office., 
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QUESTIO:mAIRE 
(Need-for-Structure Test in Disguise) 

L In your classes would you prefer that the teacher 
lecture? a. yes;b. no. 

2. If you could choose between a lecture and a discussion 
class orientation which would you prefer to attend? 
ao lecture; b. discussion group. 

3. Do you think that y·ou perform better on a. objective or 
b. subjective tests? 

4. Do you feel at ease in a highly structured class? a. yes; b. no. 

5. Do you like to work in groups or independently? a. groups, 
b. independently. 

6. Do you learn more when you are told what to do by the 
teacher? a. yes; b. no. 

?. Do you tend to be an exacting individual or quite flexible? 
a. exacting; b. flexible. 

8. If you were in a class where .vou could choose between 
complete teacher control (straight lecture), independent 
study, or several alternatives (including group discussions, 
papers, projects, field trips, etc.) where you decide 
which of the many things you want to do to get a grade, 
which would you choose? a. teacher; b. independent; 
c. alternatives. 

9o In a totally unstructured situation do you feel at easei' 
ao yes; b. noe 

10. Do you prefer a teacher who lectures mostly from the text 
or from outside sources? a. text; b. outside sources. 

11. When you read a textbook would you a. want to know what the 
teacher considers to be important topics to study or b. 
would you :rather decide yourself what is worthwhile? 

12. Do you tend to cram the night before a test? a. yes; b. no. 

13. Would you rather a. write a term paper for your grade or 
b. take a test 1 
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Questionnaire cont. 

14. If field trips were offered would you participate? 
a. yes; b. no. 

15. Would you rather read the text or a couple of pertinent 
paperbacks? a. text; b. paperbacks. 

16. Do y·ou tend to a. 1-rork harder or b. less hard when you're 
on your own? 

17. Would you put in a. more time and effort, b. as much time 
and effort, c. less time and effort on a P-N general 
education class as you would on an A-F class? 

18. Do you feel there is any value gained to yourself when 
you are told to write a term paper for a class? a. yes; b. no. 

19. Do you feel somewhat guilty cutting a lecture in a general 
education class? a. yes; b. no. 

20. Do you attend lectures more often a. when you are told by 
the instructor that you must attend or b. when attendance 
is not required? 

2L S'hould the teacher's role be that of a. an imparter of 
knowledge, facts, ideas, etc. or b. a resource person? 

22. In a classroom do you feel that you a. need a lot of 
structure; b. need some structure; c. need little or no 
structure. 

23. Ho..w much extra-curricular reading do you do? a. very little; 
b. a moderate aMount; c. quite a lot. 

The next five questions are true, false. Mark true as an a. and 
false as a b. 

24. r like having a course outline so I know right at the 
beginning of the quarter the exact assignments and test 
dates. a. T; b. F. 

25. If I had to learn a whole course on my own I would never 
make it. a. T; b. F. 

26a Lectures, in general, are a waste of time. a. T; b. F. 

27. If I were in a class being taught by a graduate teaching 
assistant rather than a faculty instructor I would 
feel cheated. a. T; b. F. 
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Questionnaire cont. 

28. I 0 d rather read a mimeographed information sheet than 
attend a lecture where the same material is covered. 
a. T; b. F. 

29. If you were an instructor of an introductory class contain-
ing 250 or more students what would you do? 
a. straight lecture 
b. use T.V. lectures and films predominantly 
Co limit class size to under 100 students forcing the 

rest of the students elsewhere. 
d. make use of graduate students and seniors much like 

Mr. Falk's STP situation. 
e. something else. (Please elaborate on back of answer 

sheet.) 

* Need-for-Structure test key on next page. 
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NEED-FOR-STRUCTURE TEST KEY 

The following items would suggest the personality of a 

person needing a high degree of structure. 

1. a 
2. a 
3. a 
4. a 
5 .. a 
6. a 
?. a 
8. a 
9. b 
10. a 
llo a 
12. a 
13. b 
14. b 
15. a 
16. b 
17. c 
18. b 
19. a 
20. a 
2L a 
22. a 
23. a 
24. a 
25. a 
26. b 
27. a 
28. b 
29. a, b, and e depending on their comments 
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APPENDIX C 

COURSE EVALUATION 

How would you rate this class? 

1. Poor learning experience 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Good learning experience 

2. Unproductive 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Thought provoking 

,3. Uninteresting 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Interesting 

4. Una oplica ble 1 2 3 4 56 7 Applicable 

5. Structured 1 2 3 4 56 7 Unstructured 

6. Hard 1 2 .3 4 5 6 7 Easy 

Your attitude toward the class? 

7. 

8. 

9o 

The 

10. 

11. 

12. 

Disliked it 

Boring 

Bad overall 

Teacher seemed: 

Closed 

Unfriendly 

Not helpful 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Enjoyed it 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Exciting 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Good overall 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Open 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Friendly 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Heloful 

As compared with other classes you've had, this one is: 

13. Not as well liked by you 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Better liked 

14. Less conducive to learning 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 More conducive to 
learning 
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APPENDIX D 

TRUE-FALSE QUESTIONNAIRE 

1. I•d prefer to go to a claSS Where the teacher didn 9 t Offer 
alternatives like this one. T F 

2. I wish this classes' "alternatives structure" would be 
used in mY other classes. T F 

3. If I had a choice of this class or a straight lecture-
test class, red prefer this class. T F 

4. I like this class because (one reason) I have the freedom 
and responsibilit,y to decide what to learn. T F 

5. I feel that I learned more content through this class than 
through the lecture-test class. T F 

6. I will remember what I learned in this class longer than 
what rad have remembered in the lecture-test class. T F 

?. I learned application types of things rather than abstract 
facts in this class. T F 

8. I turned in reports on books I didn't read. T F 

9. I feel that I really didn 6 t learn anything in this class. T F 

10. I did as little as possible in this class. T F 

11. There was too much pressure throughout the quarter to get 
points. T F 

12. I did more for this class than I would have in a straight 
lecture-test class. T F 

13. I learned more worthwhile things in this class than I would 
have in the straight lecture-test class. T F 

14. This has been one of my best courses. T F 

15. This has been the most enjoyable class I've had. T F 

16. Somehow I feel that this class cheated me. T F 




